Evidence for chromosomal replicons as units of sister chromatid exchanges.
Chromosomal replicons have been described as the cytological counterpart of DNA replicon clusters and have previously been studied in vitro using premature chromosome condensation-sister chromatid differentiation (PCC-SCD) techniques. Chromosomal replicons are visualized as small SCD segments in S-phase cells, and measurement of these segments can provide estimates of relative chromosomal replicon size corresponding to DNA replicon clusters functioning coordinately in S-phase. Current hypotheses of sister chromatid exchange (SCE) formation postulate that sites of SCE induction are associated with active replicons or replicon clusters. We have applied the PCC-SCD technique to in vivo studies of mouse bone marrow cells that have been treated with cyclophosphamide (CP) for two cell cycles. We have been able to visualize chromosomal replicons, as well as SCEs which have been induced in vivo by CP treatment, simultaneously in the same cells. Chromosomal replicons visualized as small SCD segments were measured in PCC cells classified at early or late S-phase based on SCD segment size prevalence. Early S-phase (E/S) PCC cells contained 90% of the SCD segments measured clustered in a segment size range of 0.1 to 0.8 micron with a peak value around 0.3 to 0.6 micron regardless of CP treatment. As the cells progressed through S-phase, late S-phase (L/S) PCC cells were characterized by the appearance of larger SCD segments and even whole SCD chromosomes in addition to small SCD segments.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)